
Secret Sharing
Suppose I have a secretthatse wantto share

across a parties such thatany to subsetcan recover

my secret, butany It-1 subsetlearn nothing aboutmy
secret.
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Definition:A (t,n)-secretsharing scheme over a message

space M and share spaces is a tuple of eff alys:
Share: M+S"

Reconstruct: StM

With the following properties:



correctness:Any t shares can be used to reconstruct m.

FmzM, (S,, . .

.,
n) =Share (m)

KSEs, , . .

.,
Sn3 where IS1= t,

Reconstruct(S) =m

Security: Need atleastto shares to learn anything aboutm.
km., m, M, F I = E1, .

.

.,
43 where III <t:

Denote (S,
....
(n)= Share (mo

IS., ...,Sn'*Share(m,

ES; 1i t I3 = ES; "lie I3
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Today, these dist will be identical.
Construction of (n,n)-secretsharing:

Ican actuallyjust
be an abelian

For message space M=F and S =F, group

Share (m):Sample r., ...,* F. Define in:=m- tri.
Output(r., ..., n)

Reconstruct(r., ..., n):Outputm =E,ri.

correctness:Eriri+(m- ri) =

m

Security:Vmo,m.EM, the (n-1) share distributions are actually identical!
* see ifyou can
convince yourselves



Shamir SecretSharing:(t,n)-secretsharing scheme)
For M =#, S=F s.t. 1k n.

Intuition:a polynomial of degree t-1 can be uniquelydetermined

by t points. For example, a line bytwo points, a parabola by 3.
Linear Algebra Viewpoint:
Given a pointxC#and a poly f(x) =cot4, X +cxt...+cXt".
We can view the evaluation f(x) as an inner product

f(x) =[(1,x,x? , . . . ,xt), (0, . .
. .,())

Thus, given to distinctpoints, we can describe a linear system.

I Xo X." ... Xot-l
I X, X, ... X,t

- 1

[ > I:x)!=singf(X+- 1)
↑ ↑

Vandermonde Matrix coefts evals

Interpolating f(X) is equivalentto solving the linear system above

for the coeffs. For distinct Xo, ..., Xty, the Vandermonde matrix

is invertible;thus, interpolating requires a matrixmal V-evals".

Proof Sketch:
t

The cols (inearlyindependent: e
Implies Xo, ...,XE are roots

·() +att...at() ofa poly ofdegIt-1, but
a poly can have atmost t-1
roots. Thus, Co, ...,z =0.



Construction
Share (m): · Sample random coefts c., ..., LE-1**#.

· Define F(X): =m+ iX".
· Outputa points on 5:(Si==(i, f(i)) Fi=[1, n])

Reconstruct((X;,Xi) Vic [t]):

Interpolate the unique poly f of degt-1 defined

bythose I points.
· OutputF(0)

Correctness:Follows from the uniqueness of interpolation (t points

define a poly of deg<t-1)
Security:Consider an arbitrarymessage met and I? [1,n]
S.t. (F1= t-1. Define [X; Ivie(,t13:=1. Consider arbitrary
elts y, ..., Ye-1tF. What's the probabilitythe shores

for this subsetare (X,,Y.), ....,(Xt-, Yt-l?

or (vox... ...xx() = (*]
Iindependent

=o() =v-...]it M



Another wayto interpret, for any choice of (t-1)
shares and

any message m, there exista unique poly
f ofdeaths.t.

Fiz,t, f(Xi) =Y,and fl0) =m

Thus, any (t-1) shares can be consistentwith the sharing
ofany message M.

nee

Now, we will describe a

protocol for 2-PC (two-party
MPC) for functions expressible

byArithmetic Circuits.
We will show an elegantconstruction
from secretsharing thattargets
SemihonestSecurity, where we
restrictcorruptparties to



follow the protocol specification
exactly, buttry toextract into about

the honestparties' input.
A Though there is an elegantwaytomake the protocol

maliciously secure by using "info-theoretic macs"

2- Party Computation for Arithmetic Circuits

Alice (XA) Bob (X,)
Share

[XAJo, [Xx], I Share (Xx) [X]0, [Xs], I Share (XB)
Inputs [XA],

--

computation j #o ⑳
on Secret I I

shares [Output]. [Output],
[Output].

Opening final -
outputshares [Output],

X

Reconstruct [Output]of [Output],
=Output

Output



Protocol

Eda:Derive shares to intermediate wires incrementally
1. Both parties secretshare their inputelts
with each other.

2.For each addition gate in the circuitwith inputs
[X], [y], the parties jointlyderive shares to [x+Y]
(the outputshare)

3.For each multiplication gate with in uts [X], [Y]
parties jointly derive shares to (X.Y]

4. Once share of circuitoutputs is derived,
each party sends their shore of the output

Out #e Ab
↑ [XAJo, [A], =Shre(XAS [XA], *B]o,[X],..
-

a*
[XAJo, [X1]o So [XA], [Xs],
I I

[XA+S], [7XB]o [XAtS],, [T],⑲ I # I

xxs 7 [IX,+5) Xi']o [(X, +5)(7XB)],
11 [Ont]o

1

[Out]o - [out],
-out],

CoutSoHout],
=out



Computation on SecretShares

Here we assume the (2,2) scheme above (X].:*#, [X], =x-r.

Operations Adding Shares:(XA]o+ [Xis] = [Xx +XB]o
that

do not
*3, +[XD], =[XA +XB],

require *+B] +(Xx +Y1], =[XA].+[XA], + [Xp]o+[Xp], =Xa+ XBinteraction

Adding a constant2: 2 +[Xb] =(c +xB]

Multipling by a constant C:([X] =[cXs]

Multipling Shares: Will require setup +interaction

Beaver's Trick9I

Suppose parties already have secretshares ofa random product:
[a], [b], [C] where a, b *# and c =ab

ne
bearer triple from adding

To multiply shares (X) and [y]: Ishares
1. Locally compute shares to [x-a] and (y-b].

2. Send shares to jointlyreconstructE
=

x-x and 8 =y- b

T
One time pad encryptions
ofXandy



3. Locally compute shares (z] =[c3 +f(x) +E(y) - 3

Correctness
[C]0 + S(XJo + [[y]. -2[E]o+[E], I t

[C], +8[x], +E(X).-
11

C
+8x +2y -28

Il
ab + (y-b) x +(x-a)y - (X-a)(Y- b)

11

ab +yx -x +xy -xy -xy +ay +x- a)b
11

xY
Security:Information- theoretic!

How do the parties obtain bearer triples?
or a* Requires public-keycryptography trusteddealer.

↳ Oblivious Transfer 3 In HW!
↳Garbled Circuits

↳Somewhathomomorphic Enc

Need togenerate one bearer triple per mult gate
(cannotreuse triples;ol breakOTP)



2- PC in the Preprocessing Model

Preprocessing/offline stage:Parties generate M beaver

triples where M is an upper bound on multiplication gates.
Note thatthis process is expensive, butindependentofthe
future circuit/partyinput.

-Save these beare triples for use in the future.

Maybe waiting for data tobe available or a

computation tobe agreed on.

Online stage:No expensive PK operations, butrequires

communication linear in the # ofmult gates/inputs
-parties secretshare inputs

-parties perform the 2-PC protocol using pregenerated triples
(as long as #multgates (M)

-parties reconstructoutput


